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Introduction to GDPR



1. Provide a clear roadmap for GDPR - from analyzing recruiting processes  
to achieving compliance

2. Clarify common misconceptions on recruiting processes  
and requirements

3. Give examples of what to do, and not do, in order to achieve compliance

4. Demonstrate how the upcoming regulation can create a hiring advantage. 
It is not only a risk, but an opportunity to dramatically improve sourcing  
and hiring processes

Demystifying GDPR for recruiting teams

This short guide aims to provide the first clear action plan for how recruiting  
teams, and company leaders, can become GDPR compliant. This guide will: 

After analyzing dozens of whitepapers and hundreds of articles, we realized that there are 
no comprehensive guidelines for what GDPR means for recruiting teams. While there are 
plenty of documents that explain what GDPR is, there is almost no information on how to 
handle the process in practice. 

It is critical that recruiting teams and leaders understand how GDPR affects them directly, 
along with navigating key risks, change management and benefits. 

Your business will need to undergo a complete self-assessment. Many of GDPR’s main 
concepts and principles are much the same as those in the current Data Protection Act 
(DPA) that is based on a EU directive, so if you are complying properly with the current law 
then most of your approach to compliance will remain valid under GDPR and can be the 
starting point to build from. 

However, there are new elements and significant enhancements, so you will have to do 
some things for the first time and some things differently.

At Beamery, the new standard in Recruitment CRM and Marketing software, we help 
our customers ensure complete compliance with their processes, and to achieve the 
best possible candidate experience. We hope that sharing the advice we give to our 
clients will help you navigate the often mystified world of data regulations  
and GDPR.

While we have consulted legal teams specializing in data protection throughout the creation of this guide, 
Beamery is not a law firm, and does not give legal advice specific to your organization.

INTRODUCTION TO GDPR
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Europe’s new General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a vast new set of privacy 
rules intended to give Europeans more control over how their data is collected, stored, 
processed and transferred. 

GDPR comes into effect from 25 May 2018 and if breached carries the  
following penalties:

You could:

• Be investigated by the data protection authorities;

• Be fined up to €20 million or 4% of annual global turnover, whichever is higher;

• Face a data protection claim from data subjects; and

• Suffer significant reputational damage

Generally1, it applies to all companies (regardless of location) that process data belonging 
to European Union citizens and sets out stringent rules for lawfully processing personal 
data, including obtaining specific consent from individuals on how their data can be used.

The GDPR has strong documentation and reporting requirements and organizations will be 
required to report on data breaches within 72 hours.

DOES THIS REGULATION APPLY TO MY BUSINESS?

To be clear - whether you are located in the EU, or located elsewhere but conduct 
business in the EU, all of your data processing activities that involve the data of EU 
citizens must comply with GDPR.

When you consider the planning, budgeting and infrastructure changes required to comply  
with the new legislation, it’s clear that preparing for GDPR can’t be done overnight. Despite 
the looming deadline, only a small percentage of companies have taken strides so that 
their recruiting processes will be compliant from May 2018.

1. There are some exemptions for SMEs (smaller businesses) that do not regularly process PII.

Under GDPR (Art.4[2]). the term “processing” is very broad. It essentially means 
anything that is done to, or with, personal data (including simply collecting, storing 
or deleting those data). This definition is significant because it clarifies the fact that 
EU data protection law is likely to apply wherever an organization does anything 
that involves or affects personal data.

DATA PROCESSING

What is GDPR?

INTRODUCTION TO GDPR
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Does Brexit mean that the EU does not 
include UK companies and data?

The regulations will still affect UK organizations and data despite Brexit. The UK 
government and the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) have indicated that,  
even if they don’t continue with GDPR after Brexit, they will be looking for something 
equally robust. 

Whether or not the UK stays in the EU, if you are processing the information of EU 
nationals or trading across the EU, then you will need to abide by its regulations. If the UK 
leaves the EU, transfer of data between the UK and EU will most likely just fall under the 
rules of ‘cross-border data transfer’ that apply to other ‘adequate third countries’.

For more information, see: ec.europa.eu/justice/data-protection/international-transfers/
adequacy/index_en.html

INTRODUCTION TO GDPR
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Along with a new set of obligations, GDPR will bring in a consistent set of fines. Data 
Protection fines are enforced by different offices in different countries, and currently have 
different maximums in different jurisdictions. However, under GDPR, penalties will reach  
a consistent upper limit of €20 million or 4% of annual global turnover,  
whichever is higher.

In the UK, the existing Data Protection Act 1998 (DPA) is enforced by the Information 
Commissioner’s Office, and fines currently have a theoretical maximum of £500,000 
(although no fines greater than £400,000 have been issued).

For many businesses, the threat of insolvency or even closure as a result of GDPR 
penalties will soon be very real, particularly as offices are raising how frequently they 
audit and raise fines, even prior to GDPR coming into effect.

Over the past decade, the number and severity of fines enforced in the UK has increased. 
With the advent of GDPR, speculators are estimating fines to spike substantially in 2018:

Additionally or if no fine applies, other sanctions like warnings, reprimands, corrective 
orders may apply. While these will not hit organizations in the pocket, their reputations 
may suffer a significant blow and slow down business processes due to mandatory 
amendments of the product and processes.

In an age of digital fraud and hacking, mishandling of personal data is not  
something that people take lightly. 

* Fine projection based on analysis by NCC Group based on GDPR being applied to fine framework for 2017.
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What are the key risks for  
non-compliance?
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It’s not all doom and gloom. In fact, in many ways, GDPR can be seen as a positive force 
for recruiting teams. Here’s why:

DATA RELEVANCE

Complying with data relevance under GDPR will force companies to clean 
and update the information sitting in their recruiting systems, making it 
easier to identify strong candidates they already know and reduce the need 
to acquire new talent.

CANDIDATE EXPERIENCE

Moving forward, candidates should only receive relevant communication. 
There will be no confusion as to ‘how they got on your mailing list’, 
everything will be clear and out in the open.

You should take iniative with this over the next few months and  
pre-emptively reach out to candidates to nurture them,  
re-acquaint them with your brand and offer them an opportunity to 
opt-in to specific types of content. Waiting until May 2018 to ask your 
database for consent is unlikely to be successful. You need to warm 
candidates up first.

TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE

For any organization that is not entirely reliant on direct applications,  
GDPR will likely result in technology upgrades in the shape of 
Recruitment CRM and Marketing platforms. These systems are vital  
to managing candidate data in a compliant fashion.

GDPR: The unspoken opportunity

INTRODUCTION TO GDPR
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Sourcing candidates

Sourcing candidates is critical to an effective recruiting process and typically involves 
three key steps:

If you are only contacting relevant candidates via relevant, individual messages, you are 
already likely to be compliant with a number of GDPR requirements. But it is important that 
all three of these steps are considered carefully, particularly when it comes to any email/ 
SMS communication with candidates and the way in which you store candidate data. A 
sourcing process must also comply with a number of recruiting considerations beyond 
GDPR, including EEO and OFCCP (which complement GDPR), particularly in regards to 
profiling and automatic decision-making.

STEP TWO

Contacting prospects 
that you have  

found

STEP ONE

Searching for and finding 
prospective candidates 

(prospects)

STEP THREE

Managing prospect 
relationships to qualify 

them, keep them 
interested and (ideally) 

turn them into new 
employees

EEO stands for Equal Employment Opportunity, and covers discrimination and 
associated topics such as harassment, bullying and victimization in recruitment and 
employment. In the UK this is covered by the Evquality Act 2010.

EEO

The OFCCP is the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs. Based in the 
USA, they protect workers, promote diversity and enforce the law in relation to 
recruitment and employment.

OFCCP

SOURCING CANDIDATES
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If you are storing any candidate information you find on publicly-accessible websites,  
this is considered processing, which means you need to have a lawful basis.

From a sourcing standpoint, the first critical consideration is how ‘legitimate interest’ fits 
with GDPR.

ART. 6 (1) F) GDPR: 

Processing shall be lawful only if and to the extent that processing is necessary for the 
purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller wor by a third party,  
except where such interests are overridden by the interests or fundamental rights and 
freedoms of the data subject which require protection of personal data, in particular  
where the data subject is a child.

WALKTHROUGH OF A GDPR-COMPLIANT SOURCING PROCESS: 

1. FINDING CANDIDATES – HAVE LEGITIMATE INTEREST TO STORE DATA IN A 
COMPLIANT MANNER

From the perspective of GDPR, the three steps highlighted above raise two critical 
questions: how do you obtain consent, and how do you store data in a compliant manner? 
We will walk through an example of a compliant process step-by-step:

Under GDPR, unless you have a lawful basis you are not permitted to collect or 
process personal information at all. In the recruitment space the two most common 
lawful basis relied upon for processing are either Legitimate Interest or Consent. 
When you first find a new sourced candidate you have not yet gained their consent 
to store their data or contact them. This is something you need to ask for (via an 
opt-in email, for example). But even sending an opt-in email requires processing, 
therefore you need an alternative lawful basis such as ‘legitimate interest’.

LAWFUL BASIS

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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In the above example, the recruiter’s interest is to find the best person for a vacancy is 
balanced against the candidate or prospect right to protection of personal data. Assuming 
the data was sourced from publicly-available recruitment-related sources (social profiles, 
job boards etc.) a reasonable expectation of contact would exist, and as such, this interest 
will not outweigh the recruiters.  
The controls the recruiter implements, such as only holding the data pending express 
consent, are key parts of the balance test as they help show that the candidate’s or 
prospect’s interests to data protection are duly considered.

RECITAL 47 ON LEGITIMATE INTEREST: 

Processing for direct marketing purposes or preventing fraud. This is permissible provided 
that the interests, fundamental rights and freedoms of the data subject are not overridden. 
This needs to consider the reasonable expectations of data subjects based on their 
relationship with the controller.

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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Consequently, you need to balance the interests of your company with the interests and 
rights of the data subject. Inevitably, expectations of what a candidate ‘could reasonably 
expect’ create ambiguity over what is and what is not permitted. A common misconception 
we have seen is that businesses can use the ‘legitimate interest that a candidate will want 
a job’ to contact any candidates, but this ignores the consideration that a candidate needs 
to expect the company/recruiter (i.e. the ‘controller’) to contact them.

If you are searching on websites where candidates are likely to be looking for jobs, such as 
job boards or social profiles, or if the recruitment organization bought a contact list from a 
reputable source and verified that the data subjects are interested, then proving legitimate 
interest is straightforward. Ultimately it is important to check that you are not contacting 
candidates whose information you obtained in a context where they have not provided 
reasonable evidence of expecting to be contacted, or where on balance your interests  
as a recruiter are outweighed by the candidate’s right to protection of personal data.

OFCCP compliance: to ensure that your searches do not fall foul of OFCCP (Office 
of Federal Contract Compliance Programs) you may need to save the searches and 
search strings that you use when searching online databases such as CareerBuilder or 
DICE. Some of these sites have a way to save the search for you and store it; you may 
also want to save these strings by adding this as a note to your hiring file or contact 
record in your CRM/ATS.

SEARCHING FOR CANDIDATES - BEYOND GDPR NOTE

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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STORING DATA ON CANDIDATES THAT YOU FIND - AVOID SPREADSHEETS

Outside of being able to track the sources of your candidate data and ensuring that 
legitimate interest for processing the data is adhered to,  
there are a number of serious GDPR risks to where and how the data is stored, particularly 
if it is stored through a process where compliance is difficult to monitor, such as a 
spreadsheet. Using spreadsheets to store any data is not recommended, and GDPR is 
likely to spell the end of the sourcing spreadsheet in the EU, as it will be extremely 
difficult to comply with future statutory obligations regarding documentation: ensuring 
data minimization, right to erasure, and monitoring consent.

To help put this in context, we will outline some definitions:

Art. 5 GDPR

Make sure you only store data that is necessary for the purpose you are collecting 
it (e.g. don’t collect personal information that is not relevant to recruiting: ‘Purpose 
Limitation’ and ‘Data Minimization’) and that you are only adding public information 
about candidates they have consented to share or expect to be used with legitimate 
interest (‘Lawfulness’).  
This includes data from sources like LinkedIn and many job boards, where consent 
is included in the terms and conditions that candidates agree to and that allow 
candidates to manage the public visibility of their data accordingly.

PRINCIPLES RELATING TO PERSONAL DATA

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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Under GDPR, consent is the ‘freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous 
indication of the data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by 
a clear affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of personal data 
relating to him or her’ (Art. 4 [11] and [7]). To meet these requirements,  
consent must be:

• Unbundled: Consent requests must be separate from other terms and 
conditions. Consent should not be a precondition of signing up to a service 
unless necessary for that service.

• Active opt-in: Pre-ticked opt-in boxes are invalid. Use unticked  
opt-in boxes or similarly active opt-in methods (e.g. a binary choice  
given equal prominence).

• Granular: Give granular options that separate different types of  
processing wherever appropriate.

• Named: Name your organization and any third parties who will process 
data in accordance with the consent. Do not use categories of third party 
organizations, even if precisely defined they will not be acceptable  
under the GDPR.

• Easy to withdraw: Tell people they have the right to withdraw their consent at 
any time, and how to do this. It must be as easy to withdraw as it was to give 
consent. This means you will need to have simple and effective withdrawal 
mechanisms in place.

CONSENT

Art. 17 GDPR

The right to erasure is also known as ‘the right to be forgotten’. The broad principle 
underpinning this right is to enable an individual to request the deletion or removal 
of personal data where, for instance, there is no compelling reason for its continued 
processing or the processing has no legal basis. If a data subject asks for the data 
to be deleted, the controller must do this without ‘undue delay’. For more information 
see https://gdpr-info.eu/art-17-gdpr/

RIGHT TO ERASURE

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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2. CONTACTING CANDIDATES : ASK FOR AN OPT-IN

Where you have accessed candidates data from public CV platforms,  
the first communication with the candidate can usually be achieved under legitimate 
interest. There are some circumstances where you can continue to communicate 
under legitimate interest, but we recommend obtaining their consent to ensure 
compliance and avoid unsolicited or illegal communication. Consent must be explicit 
which means that you can’t just bundle everything into one paragraph.

If you have sourced candidate data yourself from social profiles like Github, you must 
obtain consent from the candidate prior to processing their data for recruitment purposes 
and advise them of where you sourced their data. You should also monitor consent and not 
contact candidates that have been messaged for the same hiring purpose by someone else 
on your team. As such, you must separate the data and ensure that it is stored securely and 
that access is not permitted until consent is obtained. 

The first message sent from your team should clearly tell people where you found 
their data and ask permission to contact them about relevant opportunities (see the 
example below). If candidates do not opt in, you should delete their data.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF A SOURCING EMAIL WITH OPT IN: 

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates
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Regulations requiring consent to emails prior to contacting candidates is already required 
in most countries, not only in Europe but also in Australia and Canada. One of the only 
exceptions today are candidates based in the USA, where under CAN-SPAM consent is  
not required prior to communications.

Image Credit: Litmus.com

The Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography And Marketing (CAN-
SPAM) Act of 2003 applies to almost all businesses in the US that use e-mail, and 
provides recipients of spam with the right to opt out of these messages, and have 
their opt-out request acted upon. For more information visit: www.ftc.gov/tips-
advice/business-center/guidance/can-spam-act-compliance-guide-business

CAN-SPAM

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing candidates

A single sourcing solution, either in a GDPR compliant CRM or ATS (more information 
on what makes solutions compliant is covered later in this guide), can deal with these 
questions and additionally provide means to manage candidates’ consents via  
online and offline channels.
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I) YOU NEED TO KEEP DATA RELEVANT

So long as candidates do not ask to opt out or remove their data, you can continue to 
process it, subject to their consent and/or your legitimate interest as outlined above. 
Additionally you need to ensure their data continues to be relevant, and minimal for 
processing as defined above.

In short, this means that you need to keep data up to date and remove information 
that is old. For example, you may decide that given the factors above you should delete 
candidate data that has not been updated for more than one year.

At Beamery, we find that the three most effective ways to keep data up to date and 
compliant are:

1. Candidate self-service portal: Use a system that allows candidates to confirm 
their data is still accurate and that they are still interested (such as a talent 
community profile where candidates can update their data).

2. Database rules to trigger re-opt ins and/or archives: Use a system like 
Beamery that can automatically trigger ‘re-opt-in’ emails and data archiving 
if data is not updated for a certain period of time (such as more than 6-12 
months), as well as rules to enforce opt-outs.

3. Automatic data refreshes: Use ‘data-enrichment’ and ‘data-cleansing’ (e.g. 
removing bounced emails) to automatically keep candidate records up to date.

HERE ARE EXAMPLE DATABASE RULES:

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing: what else do you need to know?
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II) YOU MUST CONTINUE TO MONITOR CONSENT, AND ENSURE CANDIDATES CAN 
OPT OUT FROM ANY COMMUNICATION

Opt-outs must be enforced across all communication, and you need to ensure  
that after opting out candidates are not contacted again (unless you are able to justify  
a legitimate interest for a specific additional communication).

To comply with GDPR, every time you contact a candidate, you must give them the option 
to unsubscribe or opt out from future communication, and be able to track and enforce  
that opt-out.

An opt-out is usually best managed via an enforceable unsubscribe link, but if a candidate 
chooses to opt out by emailing your team directly, you need a way of manually managing 
opt-outs (e.g. by removing them from database/mailing list, or marking them as  
‘do not contact’).

A good way to avoid this issue is to have a central hub like Beamery to manage your 
candidate relationships and communication whilst automatically tracking opt-outs.  
If you’re operating out of systems that are disconnected, or if recruiters communicate  
with candidates in a way that’s not tracked effectively, it’s likely to be very hard to  
enforce and track the opt-out successfully.

A data-updating CRM such as Beamery enriches information and keeps 
candidate records up to date. We are able to do this in a GDPR-compliant manner 
(in respect of third-party sourced data as detailed in www.beamery.com/privacy) 
by advising candidates of the categories of data sourced, where we source it from, 
recipients of the data, the applicable retention periods and the right to withdraw 
the information. Additionally, we only source data from sites where candidates have 
consented to share their information (e.g. social profiles), and provide candidates 
access to update or remove this data. You should be careful when relying on other 
sites’ opt-ins and make sure you are able to track and report any consent  
relied upon.

DATA ENRICHMENT

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing: what else do you need to know?
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If at any time a candidate does decide to opt out, you need a way to block future 
messages being sent to them and remove their information from your system.

As a result, the way candidate sourcing sites are used is likely to change. Messaging 
candidates directly through their social profiles is allowed; when people join social sites 
they opt-in to intra-site communication. However, there is no way to track and enforce opt-
outs for your team. For example, when a candidate asks to not be contacted about jobs 
by your company, and asks what information you have stored on them, you will need to 
prevent other team members from contacting them for the same purpose again. 

Image credit: Litmus.com

AN EXAMPLE OF AN UNSUBSCRIBE LINK ‘DO NOT CONTACT ’ 
FUNCTIONALIT Y IN BEAMERY

SOURCING CANDIDATES

Sourcing: what else do you need to know?
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With GDPR, companies will have to be able to track candidate relationships  
from the first interaction with your company, usually prior to a job application.  
To demonstrate GDPR compliance, you will have to be able to show when a candidate 
gave consent to have their data processed and receive further communication. As most 
companies communicate with candidates that are not involved in an application (e.g. 
people that have been sourced) they will need to invest in a system like Beamery to 
manage and track relationships with pre-applicants. 

Beamery also automates the solicitation of self-identification for EEO and OFCCP 
compliance purposes. Beamery has capabilities to solicit race, gender, disability,  
and veteran status, depending on the needs and obligations of your organization.  
This flexibility allows for compliance with OFCCP regulations, EEO-1 requirements,  
and can even support a diversity and inclusion program.

SOURCING CANDIDATES

How does Beamery help ensure GDPR 
compliance in the sourcing process?
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GDPR brings with it another set of regulations for inbound candidates (e.g. applicants, 
leads from events, registrants to your talent network).

Below you’ll find everything from compliance checklists, to guidance on how to update 
your recruiting processes and specific opt-in templates you can leverage.

YOUR CHECKLIST FOR A COMPLIANT INBOUND PROCESS:

INBOUND CANDIDATES

Inbound candidates

 EXPLICIT CONCENT

 DATA MINIMIZATION

 CONSENT FOR TRACKING

 ENSURING ALL CANDIDATES CAN ACCESS THEIR DATA

 AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING

 RECRUITMENT AUTOMATION
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1. EXPLICIT CONSENT

You need consent for every way you want to process candidate data. This means  
that if a candidate applies for a specific vacancy you must seek additional consent  
for any processing that is not related and limited to the job the candidate applied for. 
For example, if you’re planning on communicating with unsuccessful applicants after the 
job has closed, you need to obtain specific consent for this processing. The mere fact that 
they applied for the initial vacancy does not automatically cover further contact. Consent 
must always be explicit.

Under GDPR, the burden of proof that sufficient consent has been given lies with your 
company. This means that you will need to document, prove and show reasonable 
evidence that you have complied with GDPR if challenged.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF WHAT COMPLIANT CONSENT COULD LOOK LIKE:

INBOUND CANDIDATES

Inbound candidates
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Here are examples of what to avoid when creating a compliant  
consent process:

 Pre-ticked boxes: Pre-ticked opt-in boxes and other forms of consent by 
default. The Guidance makes it crystal clear that a failure to opt out is not 
consent and it also says that ‘You may not rely on silence, inactivity, default 
settings, pre-ticked boxes or your general terms and conditions, or seek to  
take advantage of inertia, inattention or default bias in any other way.’

 Confusing language: Double negatives or inconsistent language that is  
likely to confuse individuals.

 Disruptive mechanisms: Consent mechanisms that are unnecessarily 
disruptive to individuals. 

 Imbalance in the relationship: Employers and public authorities will find it 
hard to rely on consent and the Guidance says it should be avoided. This is 
because where there is a dependence on an organization for services or a  
fear of adverse consequences, individuals may feel that they do not have  
a genuine choice and so consent is not freely given.

 Vague or blanket consent: Consents worded so vaguely that they do  
not provide clear and specific information about what the individuals is 
consenting to.

INBOUND CANDIDATES

Inbound candidates

2. DATA MINIMIZATION

You should only collect and store information that is relevant to recruiting. Whether 
it’s through data-enrichment technology used by platforms like Beamery, or by asking 
candidates to manually update their profiles on a regular basis, you need processes in 
place to keep information up to date. You should not collect any data that’s not required for 
recruiting purposes and any unnecessary data should be deleted from your systems.
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3. CONSENT FOR TRACKING

For inbound candidates (visitors to your website or applying from job boards), you need to 
be clear around digital tracking. Recital 30 of the GDPR specifically states that if a natural 
person can be associated with online identifier such as internet protocol addresses, cookie 
identifiers or other identifiers which, in particular when combined with unique identifiers 
and other information received by the servers, may be used to create profiles of the natural 
persons and identify them, this will be deemed personal information. At least the same will 
most likely apply under the future ePrivacy Regulation.

If you are tracking job analytics and website behavior, this means you are most likely 
storing candidate IP addresses and cookies, you must explicitly state that you are 
tracking candidate behavior. The best approach for dealing with consent for tracking is 
to employ a soft consent method. This requires requesting consent to perform tracking 
on a particular page the first time a person visits it, after which they will no longer need to 
consent. However, an exemption exists for cookies that are used only for web analytics.

‘By using this site, you accept cookies’ statements will not be compliant. If there is no 
genuine and free choice, then there is no valid consent. People who don’t consent can’t 
suffer detriment, which means you have to provide some service to those who don’t accept 
those terms.

The ePrivacy Regulation is a proposed EU regulation specifically covering the 
interaction between privacy and electronic communications. In January 2017 it was 
published as a proposal text, aims to be an update of the EU’s existing ePrivacy 
legal framework. You can read more about it here: ec.europa.eu/digital-single-
market/en/proposal-eprivacy-regulation

EPRIVACY REGULATION

INBOUND CANDIDATES

Inbound candidates
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Inbound candidates

4. ENSURING CANDIDATES CAN ACCESS THEIR DATA

You need to provide candidates access to edit, review or delete any data held on  
them at request. 

Note, individuals have the right to obtain their personal data free of charge for the first 
time. For any further copies, organizations can charge a ‘reasonable fee’. Organizations are 
also within their right to refuse a request if it is malicious in nature.

Candidates also have the right (when processing occurs under consent) to receive their 
personal data in a structured, commonly used and machine-readable format and have the 
right to transmit that data to another controller* without hindrance.

* This guide typically refers to YOU (the organization that is recruiting) as the data controller because you determine 
how to use the data for evaluating one’s skills and experience necessary for making a hiring decision. For more 
detail see the Definitions section below.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF A COOKIE OPT-IN:

INBOUND CANDIDATES
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5. AUTOMATED DECISION-MAKING - CANDIDATES NEED TO KNOW IF ANY 
‘AUTOMATIC’ RULES ARE USED IN THEIR ASSESSMENT

If you are using automated decision-making such as vetting, ranking or rejecting 
candidates using (e.g. automatically rejecting candidates that don’t mention a  
specific skill in their CV) you have to get candidate consent.

“In addition to telling a data subject about the existence of automated decision-
making, the data controller must also provide ‘meaningful’ information about the 
logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such 
processing,” said Christine Young, partner at law firm Herbert Smith Freehills.

“This suggests a recruiting company would be required to tell candidates how they 
operate automated decision-making – for example, filtering out candidates without at 
least AAB in their A levels – which may be a departure from their current approach.”

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF A CONSENT FORM:

Inbound candidates

INBOUND CANDIDATES
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GDPR states that candidates have the right not to be subject to a decision, based solely 
on automated processing. If you are using systems to filter out candidates on the basis 
of personal information, such as qualifications or grades, you must consider whether this 
constitutes automated processing under Art. 22. If so, a candidate’s explicit consent 
must be obtained beforehand.

6. RECRUITMENT AUTOMATION - AVOIDING DISCRIMINATION AND BIAS  
(BEYOND GDPR)

It goes without saying that automated processing should not be used to filter out 
candidates based on protected characteristics under the Equality Act 2010, as that would 
be unlawful discrimination. While bias is not in question in GDPR, it is important that your 
post-GDPR recruiting processes maintain anti-discrimination, such as by ensuring all 
candidates complete relevant anti-discrimination surveys (e.g. EEO surveys). If you are 
sourcing candidates or otherwise assessing candidates who have not gone through a 
direct EEO application process, make sure that a survey is sent to such prospects before 
they go through your application process. This is something that can be triggered by 
some ATS systems, as well as enforced through CRM systems with triggered surveying 
capabilities, such as Beamery. 

TO ASSESS WHETHER CONSENT IS REQUIRED, YOU SHOULD ANSWER THE  
FOLLOWING QUESTIONS:

Inbound candidates

INBOUND CANDIDATES
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Common questions



At Beamery we have a lot of conversations with customers around the best way to  
prepare for GDPR. Here are some of the questions that come up on a regular basis:

1. CAN I ONLY LOOK AT DIRECT APPLICATIONS?

No. Providing you handle candidate data from sourcing and marketing activities in  
a compliant system, you can continue to leverage different acquisition channels.

When people do apply, you need to clearly ask them to opt in to how their data may  
be used and to reference a GDPR-compliant privacy policy. For detailed information  
on how to check if your privacy policy is compliant, see below.

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF ASKING FOR OPT-IN:

Where do I start with my  
existing process?

COMMON QUESTIONS
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2. CAN I SET UP A TALENT NETWORK?

Providing data is handled in a compliant system, GDPR allows you to create talent 
networks for candidates that aren’t ready to apply.

If you plan to send candidates different types of communication (e.g. monthly newsletter, 
job alerts) it’s incumbent on you to seek consent for each type of communication you  
plan to send candidates.

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF A TALENT COMMUNITY SIGNUP FORM:
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3. CAN I STAY IN TOUCH WITH APPLICANTS THAT HAVE BEEN REJECTED? 

When a job closes, there are typically candidates that you don’t hire but would like to keep 
on file for future roles (typically known as ‘silver medalists’). When these people applied 
for a job, they consented to communication about the hiring process and their applicant 
status. Unless you included an explicit option to confirm that they are interested in other 
communication (e.g. about future roles) you need to ensure that you have a legitimate 
interest legal basis for sending any post-application communication.

If you want to keep in touch, you need  
to make the following updates to  
your process:

• Ask for separate consent on application 
to send post-apply communication

• Ask candidates to opt in separately  
after their application

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF ADDITIONAL REQUEST  
FOR CONSENT:

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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4. CAN I STILL ASK CANDIDATES TO SEND THEIR CV?

Yes - just make sure your usage of the personal information and opt-in process is clear  
and compliant.

When asking candidates to send in CVs, you’re asking for personal information. Whether 
this is via a job board, an employment website, or directly via an email, you need to 
provide further information under GDPR especially on how the data will be processed 
(or used), how long it will be retained for, and if the data they shared with you will be 
transferred overseas (if, for example, you use overseas sub-processors).

You will also be required to provide more information around how an individual can 
determine if you hold data on them, how they can check this, how long the data is held for, 
how they can rectify the data it if is incomplete or wrong and how they can exercise their 
‘right to be forgotten’ (right to erasure).

5. DO I HAVE TO STOP RUNNING EVENTS?

No, but you must identify and clearly explain the purpose under which the candidates that 
RSVP or attend events will be communicated with moving forward. You must also store 
data captured from events in a compliant process (more information in process mapping 
section below).

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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6. AM I STILL ALLOWED TO NURTURE CANDIDATES?

Yes, providing candidates are relevant and have opted in to receive this type of 
communication, your team can still nurture people in your database to keep them warm. 
It is your responsibility to ensure that the messages you send candidates are aligned 
to their interests and the nature of their consent (e.g. sending chemical engineering 
prospects information on relevant news and jobs). But remember data cannot be stored 
forever and must be deleted if the communication purpose is not covered by consent 
(unless you get additional consent).

This makes systems like Beamery, where you can segment your database based on the 
candidate interests or the nature of their consent, invaluable. Without the ability to create 
and nurture talent pools of like-minded candidates in this way, it’s hard to run a compliant 
communication strategy.

7. CHATBOTS AND OTHER INBOUND PROSPECT CAPTURE

If you are having website conversations with candidates, such as via chatbots, you 
cannot simply store the information on people who started conversations (e.g. by pushing 
into a spreadsheet or ATS/data store) without ensuring that explicit consent for future 
communications for recruiting purposes is given. One way to handle this process is to store 
data on candidates who you started chatbot conversations with in a GDPR-compliant data 
store that can trigger an ‘opt in’ email, as detailed in the Beamery-based examples  
in this guide.

8. HOW DO I COMMUNICATE THIS TO MY TEAM?

Compliance with GDPR will depend on your team changing many deep-seated 
recruiting behaviors that they rely on day in, day out. Change is non-negotiable. A slip-
up from anyone could spell serious consequences for your organization. 

We suggest that you use the information in this guide to lay out exactly what needs to 
change, what your team are no longer ‘allowed’ to do, and the risk they’re bringing to the 
business if they ignore the new regulations. There are likely to be some growing pains, so 
the quicker you do this, the better. If you want advice from a team that have gone through 
it, we’re always happy to help. You can reach the team at info@beamery.com.

Ultimately, GDPR will force recruiting teams to move to more candidate-centric 
processes. Given the competitiveness of today’s market, this can only be a good thing.

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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7. DO I NEED A DPO?

A Data Protection Officer (DPO) is a data protection expert in or contracted by your 
organisation that acts as a link between the public and the organisation in relation to the 
processing of personal information. The DPO is also the person with whom internal data 
protection queries should be forwarded.

The GDPR does not require everyone to appoint a DPO. For example organizations that 
only seldom process personal information with little infringement on data subject rights or 
do not process special categories of data are less likely. However it is important to keep 
records of your decision making in regards to appointing a DPO.

When considering if you need a DPO you must consider the scenarios in Article 37. One 
of the most common scenarios is Article 37(b) which requires you to appoint a DPO when 
your core activities consist of processing operations which require regular and systematic 
monitoring of data subjects on a large scale. 

When you need a DPO:

1. The processing is carried out by a public authority or body, except for courts 
acting in their judicial capacity;

2. The core activities of the controller or the processor consist of processing 
operations which, by virtue of their nature, their scope and/or their purposes, 
require regular and systematic monitoring of data subjects on a large scale; or

3. The core activities of the controller or the processor consist of processing on 
a large scale of special categories of data pursuant to Article 9 and personal 
data relating to criminal convictions and offences referred to in Article 10.

ARTICLE 37

Core activities are the key processes necessary to achieve your goals as a recruiter.

CORE ACTIVITIES

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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To determine whether your processing is regular and systematic, WP29 recommends 
considering whether your processing is ongoing or occurring at particular intervals for a 
particular period and taking place as part of general plan for data collection or carried out 
as part of a strategy. 

In the context of recruiting, you would need to assess whether the processes your 
business follow, such as researching and sourcing candidates is on a large scale, regular 
and systematic. There is no exemption for small medium enterprises so you must  
perform this analysis.

For further guidance see here: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/
image/document/2016-51/wp243_annex_en_40856.pdf

The GDPR does not define ‘large-scale,’ however the European Working Party  
on Data Protection (WP29) recommends that the following factors should  
be considered:

• The number of data subjects concerned - either as a specific number or as  
a proportion of the relevant population;

• The volume of data and/or the range of different data items being processed;

• The duration, or permanence, of the data processing activity;

• The geographical extent of the processing activity.

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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Here is what to look for when appointing a DPO:

• Expertise in national and European data protection laws and practices 
including an in-depth Understanding of the GDPR;

• Understanding of the processing operations carried out;

• Understanding of information technologies and data security;

• Knowledge of the business sector and the organization;

• Ability to promote a data protection culture within  
the organization.

For more information see here: http://ec.europa.eu/information_society/newsroom/
image/document/2016-51/wp243_annex_en_40856.pdf

7B. WHAT DOES A DPO DO?

Article 39 of the GDPR states that a DPO shall have at least the following 
responsibilities:

• Inform and advise the controller or the processor and the employees  
who carry out processing of their obligations;

• Monitor compliance with the Regulation, including the assignment of 
responsibilities, awareness-raising and training of staff involved in  
processing operations, and the related audits;

• Provide advice where requested as regards the data protection impact 
assessment and monitor its performance pursuant to Article 35;

• Cooperate with the supervisory authority and act as the contact point  
for the supervisory authority.

A common question is whether you can appoint an external DPO. Article 37(6) states 
that a DPO may be a staff member of the controller or processor, or fulfil the tasks on the 
basis of a service contract and must report direct to management. If the DPO is external 
the requirements of Article 37 and 39 apply and if the DPO services are provided by an 
external service provider, a team of individuals within that entity may carry out those tasks 
under a designated lead. The WP29 recommends setting out a clear allocation of tasks in 
the service contract to ensure compliance.

Common questions

COMMON QUESTIONS
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Achieving compliance 

with Beamery



One of the critical features of GDPR is the requirement to maintain accurate records and 
processes regarding data, consent, erasure and transfers.  
As a GDPR-compliant CRM provider, Beamery has automated consent tracking reporting 
systems to perform regular audits to ensure compliance. 

For inbound candidates, consent can be obtained through Beamery Forms -  
if candidates do not opt-in, they will not be added to your database. Candidates that have 
converted through your forms always have the option of logging back in and updating  
their profile (a key component of GDPR).

HERE IS AN EXAMPLE OF A BEAMERY FORM:

Achieving compliance with Beamery

ACHIEVING COMPLIANCE WITH BEAMERY
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When it comes to outbound prospects, not only does Beamery make it easy to obtain 
consent with specific GDPR templates, but we can also lock new data in a separate part 
of the CRM to avoid your team contacting candidates that have not yet opted in. Opt-in 
requests can be triggered automatically whenever candidates are added to your  
database to make sure nothing slips through the gaps.

Achieving compliance with Beamery

ACHIEVING COMPLIANCE WITH BEAMERY
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During implementation, we work with customers to ensure that existing candidate data in 
their ATS is updated and made compliant. A feature that can make this process seamless 
is Beamery’s automated campaign journeys.

HERE’S AN EXAMPLE OF A BEAMERY AUTOMATED JOURNEY:

Automation journeys can be triggered to: 

• Request opt-ins from candidates you need updated consent from 

• Request opt-ins from candidates that have existed in your system for a certain 
period of time

• Delete candidates that are no longer interested or relevant

Achieving compliance with Beamery

ACHIEVING COMPLIANCE WITH BEAMERY
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Using a GDPR-ready CRM will save you time, money and give you peace of mind that your 
data is being handled correctly, allowing you to focus on recruiting.

In anticipation of GDPR, one thing we recommend is for companies use Beamery to 
nurture existing contacts and re-engage them with their brand. Building engagement 
in this way improves your company’s chances of having a high number of opt-ins post-
GDPR. You shouldn’t expect a big response from your database if you wait until May  
2018 to start communicating.

Beamery also leverages data enrichment to keep all of your candidate information up  
to date, making it easy to be hyper-relevant in your communication.

Achieving compliance with Beamery

ACHIEVING COMPLIANCE WITH BEAMERY
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Your existing 

recruiting data



Recruiting teams weren’t hired for their expertise in data privacy or protection, so it’s not  
a surprise that the term GDPR is often met with blank faces and confusion.

This confusion is particularly widespread when it comes to your existing recruiting 
data, and the changes that you need to make to keep candidate information on file in a 
compliant way.

DO I NEED TO HOST MY DATA WITHIN THE EU?

No. Where you store data does not affect GDPR, however data transferred in and out  
of the EU must be transferred subject to appropriate safeguards.

These safeguards include:

1. If you are using a US based company or storage based in the US you should 
use only Privacy Shield compliant storage providers

2. If you are using a non-EEA or USA storage provider without Privacy Shield you 
should sign model clauses between you and your storage provider

3. Ensuring your third-party storage provider has adequate technical and 
organizational measures for maintaining data protection (for examples see 
contracts section below)

The only difference that storing data only in EU will have is that it changes the steps you 
need to take to ensure compliance. For example, if you are able to store data only in the EU 
with an EU-only-based vendor you (and/or your software vendor) do not need to enter into 
any special arrangements with your storage provider.

Common questions and misconceptions

YOUR EXISTING RECRUITING DATA
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WHAT IS THE BEST WAY TO STORE CANDIDATE DATA?

GDPR allows you to process data where you a have a legitimate interest that, for instance, 
applies in most cases to information sourced from places candidates agreed to be publicly 
available (e.g. social profiles).

As we’ve established, you cannot contact these candidates about opportunities until 
they’ve confirmed they’re happy to receive messages.

This might sound simple, but remember you’re asking recruiters to break a lifetime 
habit and abide by an entirely new workflow.

To ensure compliance across your team, it’s important to be able to segment your 
database between candidates that are happy for you to contact them, and those that are 
yet to opt-in. The ‘pre-opt-in’ segment should be locked from the general access of your 
team to ensure that there are no slip-ups. Remember, the fines that your organization  
could face are serious business.

The above diagram shows that just because the data is stored in the EU does not 
automatically make it compliant. We go into a lot more detail on this in the contracts 
section below.

Common questions and misconceptions

YOUR EXISTING RECRUITING DATA
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DO I HAVE TO DELETE THE CANDIDATE INFORMATION THAT I HAVE IN MY ATS?

No, you do not need to delete your existing data, but you do need to make sure you 
collected the data legally. This means you need to have explicit consent from the candidate 
to process the data or be operating with a legitimate interest. For example, if a candidate 
has previously consented to processing for a specific vacancy you will need to seek further 
consent if you want to contact them for other vacancies.

You will also need to ask for consent again to keep communications, and make sure 
that you are not storing unnecessary data. You will simply have to ask candidates to opt 
in to future communication if you wish to keep the data on file.

Applicants that have previously consented to give you their contact information for 
the purpose of communicating with them during the hiring process. You are allowed 
to keep their data, but unless they have already consented to being contacted for other 
reasons, such as for other opportunities at the company, you will need to get their consent 
to use their data or communicate with them for any new purpose.

The requirements for ‘grandfathered’ data have been hotly debated. Data collected 
prior to the commencement of the GDPR may be kept and it is not necessary for 
candidates to give consent again if the manner in which the consent has been 
given is in line with the conditions of the GDPR. If the consent is not compliant 
with the GDPR or the processing purpose has changed  (e.g. if you wish to stay in 
contact with silver medalists after a vacancy has ended) you need to ask for their 
explicit permission (unless your original consent process included an agreement to 
contacting them regarding other roles).

GRANDFATHERED DATA 

Common questions and misconceptions

YOUR EXISTING RECRUITING DATA
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IS THERE A LIMIT FOR HOW LONG YOU CAN KEEP DATA FOR?

Currently there is no restriction to the amount of time that companies can keep candidate 
data ‘on-file’ so long as the data is necessary and that you have consent to do so.

This is key; if you do not intend to contact the candidates again or your consent has 
expired (e.g. only have consent for processing for a specific vacancy) you must follow 
the ‘data minimization and purpose limitation principle’ and delete the data. If you are 
looking to re-use previous consent to contact candidates again, you should re-evaluate if 
candidates would still like to be contacted every 6 – 12 months.

There is no legal time limit on how long candidates that have previously consented should 
be kept on file, but a good practice is to ask for renewed consent every 6 – 12 months and 
ensure the data you keep on candidates is up to date.

An effective way to manage this process is to:

1. Track how much time has passed since candidates have last provided explicit 
consent, since they have updated their data, and since they last opened  
your emails

2. Ensure that you are only contacting them for the purpose that consent was 
given, and after 6 – 12 months ask them to re-opt in, and if possible update 
their profile

Common questions and misconceptions

YOUR EXISTING RECRUITING DATA
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Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance

YOUR RECRUITING PROCESS: A ROADMAP TO COMPLIANCE

At its very core, GDPR is centered on 
strengthening and protecting the rights of 
Data Subjects, i.e. natural persons.  
These are essentially people who supply  
their personal data for some sort of  
business transaction.

DATA SUBJECT

At Beamery we refer to Data Subjects as 
Candidates and Prospects that are sourced  
or apply for vacancies.

DATA PROCESSOR

The GDPR identifies Data Processors as  
those organizations who process data on 
behalf of the Data Controller following  
their instructions. 

Beamery is the your Data Processor,  
as our platform collects, stores and  
processes data on your instruction as part  
of your hiring process.

Data Sub-Processors are entities who 
process personal data on behalf of a Data 
Processor, such as cloud hosting platforms,  
email clients etc.

DATA SUB-PROCESSOR

At Beamery we use data Data Sub-
Processors for things like sending emails, 
enriching data and running our servers, 
running our servers and which operate in 
accordance with our instructions.

DATA CONTROLLERS

Data Controllers are defined as the entity 
that determines what type of personal data is 
required, in addition to purpose for how and 
why the personal data is used.

This guide typically refers to YOU  
(the organization that is recruiting) as the 
Data Controller because you determine how 
to use the data for evaluating one’s skills  
and experience necessary for making a  
hiring decision.
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HOW DO YOU KNOW IF YOUR RECRUITING PROCESSES ARE COMPLIANT?

The best way to tell whether your recruiting processes meet the  
standards of GDPR, is to quite literally draw them out from start to finish.

You should ask yourself these questions:

1. What types of data am I collecting?

2. For which purposes do I want to use this data?

3. Where is my data being stored?

4. What lawful means do I have to process that data?

5. Do I need and have consent to store and process the data?

6. Where are my processors located?

7. Do I have a GDPR-compliant contract with my processors?

8. Do I inform my candidates comprehensively and clearly?

9. Do I have to run an data protection impact assessment? 

DOES MY ATS ENSURE THAT MY RECRUITING PROCESSES ARE COMPLIANT?

The simple answer is probably not. You need to ensure that all candidate and prospect 
data, not just direct applicants, is handled in a compliant manner. To comply with GDPR 
you need to consider every interaction a candidate has with your company. Most recruiting 
teams interact with candidates in a variety of different ways before and after an application 
process, and therefore you need to ensure that every part of the data tracking process, 
from the sourcing sites you use to the analytics products you use, are checked  
for compliance.

Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance

YOUR RECRUITING PROCESS: A ROADMAP TO COMPLIANCE
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WHAT DOES A COMPLIANT CONTRACT PROCESS LOOK LIKE?

We believe that the simplest way to be compliant is to you work with good vendors, but 
using a compliant contracting process, involving data processing agreements and EU 
Model Clauses, will help immensely. The following guide gives a general overview of a 
compliant process and although every scenario is slightly different we have tried to cover 
the most common arrangements. Each contract is explained in further detail below.

Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance

YOUR RECRUITING PROCESS: A ROADMAP TO COMPLIANCE
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What else should you look for?

It can be difficult to know what you should look for when considering if your  
vendor is GDPR compliant. We recommend looking at the following considerations:

• Are they Privacy Shield compliant? You can check here:  
www.privacyshield.gov/list

• What is their policy for prolonged data storage? 

• How do they decide when data should be deleted?

• What agreements do they have in place with their subcontractors/sub-processors?

• How do they provide candidates access to view and edit their data (candidate profile)?

• What security and organizational security control measures do they use to  
protect personal data?

Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance

YOUR RECRUITING PROCESS: A ROADMAP TO COMPLIANCE

SCENARIO
EUROPEAN 
MODEL 
CLAUSES

DATA 
PROCESSING 
AGREEMENT

PRIVACY 
SHIELD 
OR SAFE 
HARBOUR

GDPR  
COMPLIANT 
PRIVACY  
POLICY

European-based 
Recruiter to a USA-based 
data processor 
This is a common scenario 
e.g. you use an ATS from a 
USA-based company.

Yes, if not 
Privacy Shield 
compliant or in 
addition to it

Yes
EU-US Privacy  
Shield

Yes

European based Recruiter 
to a Non-EU based data 
processor 
E.g. you use an ATS from a 
Non-EU or Non-USA based 
company.

Yes Yes
Safe Harbour  
if applicable

Yes

European based Recruiter 
to a European based data 
processor 
E.g. you use an ATS from a 
European-based company.

No Yes N/A Yes
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PRIVACY SHIELD

The EU-U.S Privacy Shield Framework was designed by the U.S. Department of Commerce 
and the European Commission to provide companies on both sides of the Atlantic with a 
mechanism to comply with data protection requirements when transferring personal data 
from the European Union to the United States in support of transatlantic commerce. 

There are many benefits to using a US-based data processors that are Privacy Shield 
compliant, most notably that the contracting requirements are much simpler.

You can check if your US-based processor is compliant here:  
www.privacyshield.gov/list

WHAT DETAILS ARE NEEDED FOR A COMPLIANT DATA PROCESSING  
AGREEMENT (DPA)?

DPA’s are a critical part of the data protection supply chain. They can be  
used in the following scenarios:

BETWEEN

EEA-Based Data Controller  
(e.g. You)

EEA-Based Processor 
(e.g. Beamery UK)

EEA-Based Data Controller 
(e.g. You)

Non-EEA-Based Processor 
(e.g. Beamery USA) 
In addition to model clauses

Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance
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Your recruiting process: a roadmap  
to compliance

However, a good DPA will include:

• The scope and purpose of the DPA

• Data covered by the DPA

• The general security and safeguards the parties need to comply with when 
processing the Data

• What technical and organizational measures does the data processor have in 
place to ensure the compliant processing of the data

• Data processor monitoring and auditing requirements to ensure compliant 
processing of the data

• What happens when there is an information security breach or personal data 
breach

• How and when data correction, deletion and blocking tasks are carried out on 
behalf of the controller

• The permissions and restrictions in place relating to agreements with  
sub-processors

• How data is transferred and in what method

• How the return and deletion of the Personal Data is dealt with

• Duty of confidentiality

• How long the DPA lasts

DPAs should be customised to meet the specific data processing application but we 
recommend having a legal professional draft one for you. 
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WHAT DETAILS ARE NEEDED TO COMPLETE MODEL CLAUSES?

Model Clauses are template contracts that have been approved by the European 
Parliament for use in the following scenarios. They are great because they are readily 
available and legally recognised.

BETWEEN MODEL 
CLAUSES

EEA Based Data Controller  
(The Data Exporter, e.g. You)

EEA Based Processor 
(The Data Importer, e.g.  
Beamery Inc)

Link

EEA Based Data Controller 
(The Data Exporter, e.g. You)

Non-EEA Based Processor 
(The Data Importer)

Link

You can find the latest model clauses here: www.ec.europa.eu/justice/ 
data-protection/international-transfers/transfer/index_en.htm

Make sure you do not change or amend any of the Clauses themselves, otherwise  
they will be non-binding.

Model Clauses use different terminology to the GDPR, so you need to match up the 
definitions in the box above. To complete the clauses insert details of the Data Exporter 
and Data Importer, make sure you read through the whole document as there are multiple 
spots for this information. 

The appendices must also be completed. This will always include a suitable  
description of the data flow, including:

Appendix 1 - Complete each of the sections about what personal 
and sensitive data is involved, about what sorts of individuals, and for 
what purposes will it be used. You should also consider with which 
other entities the details may be shared (e.g. other US affiliates), why 
and where they are based.
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Appendix 2 - The Data Importer must include the organizational and technical 
measures implemented to protect personal data against accidental or unlawful 
destruction or accidental loss, alteration, unauthorised disclosure or access, in 
particular where the processing involves the transmission of data over a network, 
and against all other unlawful forms of processing. We recommend including the 
following information:

• Access control to premises and facilities - Measures to control access (in the 
physical sense) to premises and facilities, particularly to check authorization.

• Access control to systems - Measures for user identification and 
authentication to prevent unauthorized access (in a non-physical sense) to IT 
systems.

• Access control to data - Requirements-driven definition of the authorization 
scheme and access rights, and monitoring and logging of accesses to prevent 
activities in IT systems not covered by the allocated access rights.

• Disclosure control - Measures to transport, transmit and communicate or 
store data on data media (manual or electronic) and for subsequent checking 
to control disclosure of personal data.

• Input control - Measures and documentation of management and 
maintenance for subsequent checking whether data have been entered, 
changed or removed (deleted), and by whom.

• Control of sub-contractors - Measures to segregate the responsibilities 
between the data controller and the data processor to ensure that 
commissioned data processing is carried out according to instructions.

• Availability control - Measures to assure data security (physical/logical) and 
protect data against accidental destruction or loss.

• Segregation control - Measures to provide for separate processing (storage, 
amendment, deletion, transmission) of data for different purposes.
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WHAT DOES A GDPR-COMPLIANT PRIVACY POLICY LOOK LIKE?

Privacy policies are key to GDPR compliance as they act as a source of truth for how  
you or your processors deal with personal information.  
You should always review your processor’s privacy policies to make sure they  
are compliant. 

A GDPR compliant privacy policy should:

• State the purpose for processing candidates’ data

• State the legal basis under which you are processing the data 

• Be concise, transparent, intelligible and easily accessible

• Answer the following questions:

 - What information is being collected?

 - Who is collecting it?

 - How it is being collected?

 - How it will be used?

 - Who will it be shared with?

 - What will be the effect of this on the individuals concerned?

 - Is the intended use likely to cause individuals to object or complain?

 - Set out the rights and choices available to candidates

• Set out the opt in and withdrawal mechanism available to candidates

• Provide a map of your information processing

For further information see the Information Commissioner’s Office at: 
ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/privacy-notices-transparency- 
and-control/
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Key takeaways



We’ve put a lot of time, thought and effort into creating a comprehensive guide to dealing 
with GDPR. This means that this document should form the backbone of your strategy to 
deal with the incoming legislation, but also that it’s a pretty weighty read. 

With that in mind, we’ve distilled the key takeaways here:

THE TIME TO ACT IS NOW

GDPR isn’t coming in until 25 May 2018, but if you haven’t started putting 
the tools, processes and practices in place to ensure compliance, then you 
could miss the boat.

Not only do you need to put in place a ton of new processes and educate 
your team on what has changed, but if you want your existing ATS database 
to opt in to future communication, you need to start warming them up now.

YOU NEED A CRM

If you’re doing anything in the pre-applicant stage (e.g. sourcing, events, 
talent networks, marketing) then it’s going to be a whole lot easier (and 
safer) for your team to use a GDPR-compliant CRM like Beamery.

CONSENT IS KING

If you don’t have a candidate’s consent to store their data (outside 
of legitimate interest legal interest) or message them, there’s not an 
enormous amount that you can do.

This isn’t necessarily a bad thing. It forces recruiting teams to adopt more 
candidate-centric processes and think carefully about the value that they 
can add before hitting ‘send’.

KEY TAKEAWAYS
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TRANSPARENCY MATTERS

Candidates need to be able to see behind the kimono. If you’re using any 
kind of automated processing of data (e.g. rejecting candidates based on 
keywords or qualifications in their CVs) you have to ask permission first, and 
if you’re using software to track candidate behavior on your website you need 
to make that clear too.

GDPR IS NOT SOMETHING TO BE SCARED ABOUT -  
IT’S AN OPPORTUNITY

If you work with good vendors, and you’re sensible  
about putting the right processes in place, then GDPR should be seen as 
an opportunity to differentiate yourself by providing an awesome candidate 
experience, not something to be feared.

BEAMERY CAN HELP

Throughout this guide we’ve touched on the different ways that Beamery 
can help you stay compliant in the brave new world we’re all going to face 
from May 2018 onwards.

We believe that Beamery is uniquely placed to help recruiting teams 
tackle GDPR as a platform that not only manages candidates, but also 
the way you communicate with them. Every company needs a way to 
ensure that both of these processes are handled in an entirely compliant 
fashion, otherwise they could be in line for some serious fines and 
reputational damage.

If you’d like to learn more about Beamery, or if you’re preparing for  
GDPR and just want a bit of advice, you can reach the team at  
info@beamery.com.
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THIS DOCUMENT IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY AND IS PROVIDED “AS IS”. BEAMERY DISCLAIMS ALL AND ANY 
REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, OR ANY OTHER COMMITMENT REGARDING THE 
CONTENTS, INCLUDING SERVICES OR PRODUCTS, DESCRIBED WITHIN THIS DOCUMENT. NOTHING IN THIS DOCUMENT MAY BE 
CONSTRUED OR INTERPRETED AS A BINDING COMMITMENT AND MUST NOT BE RELIED ON, INCLUDING (WITHOUT LIMITATION) 
IN RELATION TO PURCHASING DECISIONS. FIGURES, PERCENTAGES AND/OR OUTCOMES  USED IN THIS DOCUMENT IS FOR 
ILLUSTRATION PURPOSES ONLY AND YOUR PURCHASE AND USE OF THE SERVICES AND/OR PRODUCTS DESCRIBED IN 
THIS DOCUMENT MAY PRODUCE DIFFERENT RESULTS. BEAMERY WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY LIABILITY, LOSS OR 
DAMAGE OF ANY KIND RESULTING FROM OR CONNECTED WITH THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENT. THIS DOCUMENT MAY CONTAIN 
INFORMATION DESCRIBING THIRD PARTY SERVICES OR PRODUCTS AND, UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, BEAMERY DISCLAIMS 
ALL LIABILITY IN RESPECT OF THIRD PARTY SERVICES OR PRODUCTS. THIS DOCUMENT IS SUBJECT TO CHANGE, WITHOUT 
NOTICE, AND DECISIONS IN RELATION TO THE SAME ARE MADE BY BEAMERY IN ITS SOLE AND ABSOLUTE DISCRETION.

Beamery is, unless otherwise stated, the owner or authorized user of all copyright and other intellectual property rights. The names 
and logos of Beamery’s partners, investors and customers are the intellectual property of the respective partner, investor or customer 
organisation or their affiliates, and use by Beamery does not imply endorsement or approval. No part of this document may be published, 
distributed or reproduced in any material form. Customers who purchase Beamery’s services must make their purchasing decisions 
based on products, features and functionality that are currently available.  

Beamery Ltd is a private limited company, incorporated in England and Wales under company number 08342136. Beamery Inc. is a 
corporation organised under the laws of the State of Delaware, USA with file number 5469735. Legal comments, queries or feedback in 
relation to this product overview can be sent to legal@beamery.com.

© Beamery Limited 2020. All rights reserved.

About Beamery

Beamery’s Talent Operating System allows enterprises to  
attract, engage, and retain top talent, and manage the entire talent 
journey through one unified platform. Beamery’s mission is to help the 
world’s best companies acquire their greatest assets: their people. 
Founded in 2014, Beamery is trusted by the world’s  
most innovative global organizations to treat their candidates  
like customers. Beamery has offices in London, Austin,  
and San Francisco.

For more information, visit the Beamery website, follow  
@BeameryHQ on Twitter, or email us at info@beamery.com.

“The best candidate experiences  
are powered by Beamery”
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